
Privacy Declaration as per 25.05.2018 

 

We Florin Connect NL BV, Achter de Watertoren11,2182DV Hillegom, The 

Netherlands are responsible for the use and processing of personal data shown 

within this privacy declaration. 

 

Contact Florin Connect NL BV:  

www.florinconnect.com 

Florin Connect NL BV 

Achter de Watertoren 11, 2182DV Hillegom 

Lars Streur responsible for Data Protection within Florin Connect is reachable under 

lars@florinconnect.com  

 

Processing of Personal Data 

Florin Connect NL BV does not process any personal data via our Website as our 

Website only is used for our clients and / or new prospects in getting general 

informations about our Company. Our Website is not built to save any Personal 

data´s of our Website visitor´s.  

Florin Connect NL BV also is not using any Social Media Plattforms such as 

Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, etc. 

 

How Florin Connect NL BV is using Personal Data  

Florin Connect NL BV is using your personal data for following issues: 

- to call or e-mail you in order to fullfill our services you are expecting from us 

- to deliver ordered items and / or our services 

- in order to deal your payments 

- Florin Connect NL BV also use personal data in case we are required by law, 

such as personal data for tax declarations. 

 

How long Florin Connect NL BV is using Personal Data 

Florin Connect NL BV strictly uses personal data only for the period of time to reach 

the targets requested from our clients and / or prospects. 

 

Share Personal Data with Third Parties 

Florin Connect NL BV share personal data only to third parties to process or to fullfill 

agreements arranged with you or to comply with liabilities of law. 



Cookies or similar techniques used by Florin Connect NL BV 

 

Florin Connect NL BV does not use any Cookies or similar techniques 

 

Observe, remove or adjust Personal Data  

You have the right to oberserve, adjust or to remove your personal data. Beside that, 

you have the right to object against processing your personal data´s in written to 

Florin Connect NL BV. In case you would like to pls contact lars@florinconnect.com. 

To be sure objection came from the person affected we ask to send a copy of your 

passport and your passport number with your mail.  

Florin Connect NL BVWe will react on your objection as fast as we can but within 

latest 4 weeks.  

 

How Florin Connect NL BV protects your Personal Data 

Florin Connect NL BV takes the protection of your personal data very serious. Florin 

Connect NL BV takes appropriate measures to prevent abuse, loss, unauthorized 

access, unwished publication and unlawful changes. 

In case you got the impression that your personal data´s are not protected in a save 

way or in case there are signs of abuse please get in contact with our client service 

or contact our person in charge for Data Protection Mr. Lars Streur under 

lars@florinconnect.com  

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 


